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Introduction
Email marketing has an average return on investment of 4,300 percent for businesses in the
U.S. 1 Despite this demonstrated success, almost half of survey respondents (45 percent) in a
nonprofit marketing report said their organization did not use email marketing. 2 This leaves an
enormous opportunity on the table, especially when it comes to your fundraising strategy.

An organization’s email marketing efforts generate a huge portion of their online revenue. On
average, 35 percent of money raised online is linked to a direct email appeal. 3

With the right content, your email appeals can resonate with donors, elicit an emotional
response, and inspire people to give. But this is possible only when your messaging is on point.
Spend the time to learn how to craft email messages that move your readers, and you can
ultimately advance your mission.

There are a number of different campaigns that call for custom email appeals. It is important to
identify each of these appeal types and how to craft them to inspire action. This guide will walk
you through:
•

General best practices

• The most common types of email appeals
• Examples of each appeal type
• Design tips to stand out

Are you ready to elevate your email marketing? Then let’s get started!

1

Outbound Engine, “20 Shocking Email Marketing Statistics Business Owners Should Know” http://www.
outboundengine.com/blog/20-shocking-email-marketing-stats-business-owners-know/

2

Sage Nonprofit Solutions, “Email Marketing Report 2012.” http://www.sage.com/na/~/media/category/sna/
assets/lp/sagebusinessknows/Documents/resources/Sage_NPS_Email_MarketIng_Report.pdf

3

Kivi’s Nonprofit Communications Blog, “Email Marketing Stats and Trends for Nonprofits.” http://www.
nonprofitmarketingguide.com/blog/2012/04/19/email-marketing-stats-and-trends-for-nonprofits/
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1 | Appeal Best Practices
Crafting an effective email appeal is an art. To help you avoid lackluster emails and design ones
that attract donations, here are some general best practices for preparing your appeals. In order
to convince your recipient to complete your call to action there are a few different strategies
to consider.

Segmentation
Because your supporters each have different histories with your organization, it is important to
segment and tailor each appeal to the intended audience. For example, if you send along each of
your general appeals throughout the year to a recurring donor, the onslaught of asks would turn
them off since they already give regularly. Instead, the monthly donor should be sent an appeal
focusing on progress updates, increasing their monthly donation, or reserved for
major campaigns.

This is why segmentation is crucial to ensure your appeals reach and resonate with each
prospective donor. It can help lower bounce rates, improve click-through rates, and inspire your
readers to take action. In one study, MailChimp found that segmented campaigns performed
better overall than non-segmented emails. 4 The improvements they saw included:

14.4%

10.3%

62.8% 8.54%

HIGHER OPENS

HIGHER UNIQUE OPENS

MORE CLICKS

4

LOWER UNSUBSCRIBES

Mailchimp, “Effects of List Segmentation on Email Marketing Stats.” http://mailchimp.com/resources/research/
effects-of-list-segmentation-on-email-marketing-stats/
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Consider segmenting your lists by the following criteria:
•

Volunteers

• Blog subscribers
• Donation frequency
• Donation amount
• Campaigns they've donated to
• Acqusition channel

These lists will help you select, tailor, and time your appeals appropriately for each audience.
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Keep it Cohesive
Just as a branded donation page yields more donations, a branded email also yields more trust.
Your brand should be front and center in all of your efforts. Your contacts should be able to
immediately recognize your organization’s emails simply by their look and feel. Branded emails
help you build:
• Professionalism. A branded email address and design makes your company appear established
and experienced.
• Trust. Your subscribers are used to receiving spam emails. A branded email mitigates uncertainty
and builds your credibility.
• Recognition. Consistent branding helps readers become familiar with your organization and
its communications.

To start building trust with your readers and make your brand memorable, nail down each of the
following elements your readers should recognize when they read one of your emails.

YOUR LOGO

COLOR SCHEME

EMAIL SIGNATURE

FONTS

VOICE & TONE

Once you have these solidified, keep them consistent in all of your emails so your readers begin
to associate your content with your brand.
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Create a Sense of Urgency
Bigger decisions, especially those that require a financial obligation, can take longer to act on.
Here are a few ways to make your request sound urgent:
• Set a deadline. Build a sense of urgency by using phrases like “we need donations by June 30,”
“we have just three days left,” “time is running out,” or “last chance to donate.”
• Use actionable language. Insert action words into your subject line, email copy, and call to
action. Some of these words might include: donate, give now, act today, take action, or volunteer.
• Keep it short. Your readers have a short attention span. Rather than overloading them with
information, keep your email messages short and to the point. If further explanation is needed,
add a line or two at the end of your email that hyperlinks to a webpage that gives further details.
• Leverage scarcity. When selling tickets to your yearly gala or recruiting donors, give readers an
extra push by using phrases like “only 20 tickets remain” or “there are only five days left to donate
before the New Year.”
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Keep Your Messaging Clear
Given readers’ short attention spans, you should craft a message that is clear, concise, and
relevant to your audience.
• Get to the point. Inform your readers right away how they can help you rather than making them
spend the time to find out.
• Short subject lines. Keep your subject lines condensed and to the point. They should not exceed
more than 50 characters.5
• Use understandable language. Clarity is key in emails. Avoid complex, hard-to-digest language.
• Actionable CTA. Explicitly state the action you want your reader to take (e.g., “Donate Now” or
“Save the Penguins”)

With clear and concise content, your emails stand a better chance of being read instead of
skimmed over.

5

Hubspot, “19 Quick Tips to Improve Your Email Marketing Subject Lines.“ http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/
improve-your-email-subject-line#sm.000fpqvai13flfimr5r1nvc35wt31
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Add a Call to Action
Your call to action is a critical piece of your email appeal. To put this into perspective, the
likelihood of a reader clicking through relies heavily on this one imperative verb or phrase. Test
every CTA to ensure it links to the right page. It is also imperative to:
• Look at your text. Ensure your call to action creates a sense of urgency and is clear and to
the point.
• Make it pop. Your button should stand out from the rest of the email body. Dmix recently ran
a test with green and red buttons, and they found that red buttons increased conversions by 34
percent. 6 The main takeaway: colors can make a big difference, so test a few to determine which
resonates most with your audience.
• Keep it sizeable. Test to see which button size is most effective. It is also important to consider
what it will look like on a mobile device. HubSpot recommends your button should be a minimum
of 44 px x 44 px for mobile devices. 7

6

Sitepoint, “ UX: Dilemma: Red Button vs. Green Button.” https://www.sitepoint.com/button-ux-red-green/

7

HubSpot, “How to Optimize Your Emails for Mobile: A Beginner’s Guide.” http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/
email-marketing-mobile-optimization-tips#sm.000fpqvai13flfimr5r1nvc35wt31
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Follow Up
Donor retention is a major problem for nonprofits. Only 43 percent of donors make a second
gift. 8 Yet a simple thank you letter or targeted follow up email can improve this number.

Of course, you shouldn’t follow up with email subscribers only after a donation. To avoid losing
supporters, it is essential to also follow up with your supporters after:
• Every event they attend.
• They’ve signed up for a peer-to-peer campaign.
• They’ve joined your email list.

Now that we’ve covered general best practices for email appeals, let’s dive into specific types that
are part of your strategy. First, we’ll take a peek at peer-to-peer fundraising emails.

8

Cause Vox, “4 Surprising Donor Retention Statistics.” https://www.causevox.com/blog/donor-retentionstatistics/
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2 | Peer-to-Peer Fundraising Emails
The benefits of social fundraising are clear. Fifty percent of people say that they give because
a friend asked them to. 9 This is why more and more nonprofit organizations consider peer-topeer fundraising a crucial aspect of their efforts. It enables your supporters to make personal
fundraising pages on behalf of your organization and share your cause with their networks.

Your campaign’s success is contingent upon the success of your peer-to-peer fundraisers, so
it’s important to provide them with the right tools. This requires clear email communication
throughout your campaign to recruit, engage, and equip your fundraisers.

Campaign Launch
During your campaign launch, your goal is to recruit as many supporters as possible. To do so,
you should split your launch into two phases: a soft launch and a hard launch. You should send
at least one email during each phase.

SOFT LAUNCH
A soft launch takes place a week or two before you broadcast your campaign to the public. At
this time, you reach out to your core supporters and ask them to help you get your campaign off
the ground. They can create personal fundraising pages and get donations rolling in before your
campaign officially opens up to your wider audience.

Target dedicated supporters who’ve donated to your cause multiple times before, and create a
short email that expresses genuine thanks for their past support. It should also show them how
integral their participation will be for this particular campaign. They need to feel special and set
apart from your other supporters.

9

Np Engage, “The Power of Social Fundraising and Friends Asking Friends.” http://npengage.com/nonprofitfundraising/the-power-social-fundraising-and-friends-asking-friends-infographic/
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Check out how the email below activates core supporters to join a soft launch:

Inserts a visually appealing header
image of the event

Emphasizes the reader’s ability to
power the initiative

Calls out their main CTA with a
bold color and adds a secondary,
softer CTA for those who are not
quite ready to join
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HARD LAUNCH
Your hard launch—the moment you open up your campaign to the entire public—takes place
one to two weeks later. This is when you reach out to everyone outside of your core group of
supporters. These may be individuals who have given once, attended an event, or donated to a
friend’s fundraising page.

Sister India sent the appeal below to their supporters, encouraging them to create a peer-to-peer
campaign page in lieu of holiday gifts. Here are a few things we love about Sister India’s email:

Visual content to capture
readers’ attention

Short block of text

Clear call to action

Clear fundraising goal

Informative video to inspire
and engage
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PROGRESS EMAILS
After you’ve encouraged your supporters to create a fundraising page, the emails shouldn’t stop
there. Next you will want to send progress emails to each person who has created a fundraising
page. This email will provide tips and motivation to keep the ball rolling.

You will again need to segment your progress emails based on individuals’ fundraising activity.

Active Fundraisers
Active fundraisers are those who’ve created personal fundraising pages and raised at least
$1. Since these individuals have already started raising money, the emails they receive should
encourage and motivate them throughout the entire campaign. Send progress emails to these
fundraisers once a week.

Heifer encourages their active supporters to keep engaging with their networks through emails
that celebrate milestones. The following example is sent to fundraisers who reach 50 percent of
their goal.
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This email is effective because it:

Captures readers’ attention through
high-quality photos

Hi Terry,

Is personalized to the fundraiser

Congratulations! You are halfway to your
fundraising goal in celebration of your birthday.
Thank you for making this the year you helped end hunger.

Here are some quick tips to help you reach your goal. We know you can get there!
1. Thank or re-thank your donors
After thanking your donors for spreading the birthday love and helping you reach this milestone,
tell them how determined you are to reach your goal. Tell them their donation is helping create
sustainable change for families around the world. And that because of Heifer's Passing on the
Gift cornerstone, they are giving you a gift that keeps on giving. Who doesn't want to do that?
2. Remind any potential donors who have not responded yet
Let them know how close you are to your goal. Be sure to provide them with a link to your
fundraising page. Tell them how easy it is to make a difference in so many lives across the
globe, and your reasons for asking for donations to help families in need as your birthday
present this year. Give them a deadline when you want to reach your goal. That will create a
sense of urgency and help you get results.

Provides tips and tricks on how to
solicit more donations

3. Go with what works!
You have done a wonderful job so far, so stick with your winning formula. But if you feel
like you've hit a wall, try mixing up your fundraising strategy. Post fundraising messages on
Facebook and Twitter, or pass our birthday fliers with a link to your fundraising page on them.
Thank you again for asking for donations instead of birthday presents this year.

Uses positive reinforcement to

Together we have power over poverty.

inspire further action
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Inactive Supporters
Inactive supporters have created a peer-to-peer fundraising page but have not raised any
money. In order to help them get the ball rolling, you can send them a coaching email. In this
email you will want to provide them with inspiration, encouragement, and advice on how they
can succeed.

Send an initial email to inactive supporters after a few days of idle activity. Take away the
effort and time needed to craft a compelling email by providing these supporters with sample
templates that:
• Ask friends and family to donate
• Activate their social media networks

If this email fails to encourage them, send subsequent emails on a weekly basis that provide tips
on how to spread the word and start reeling in funds.

Texas Mamma Jamma Ride encourages their inactive supporters through a brief email
highlighting a power fundraiser who won a prize. It also offers advice on how supporters can
best reach out to their networks. Their email is short, concise, and to the point, allowing their
audience to fully digest their ask and immediately take action.
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3 | Recurring Giving Emails
Nonprofit organizations seek recurring donations to build donor loyalty, increase donor lifetime
value, and add a layer of security to their income flow. The average monthly recurring donation is
$52, which equates to $624 a year from a single donor. 10 Now imagine your organization secures
50 monthly donors. This would bring in $31,200 of predictable revenue each year.

Recurring giving appeals must be carefully crafted to recruit monthly donors. To do this, your
messaging should show donors how different levels of smaller monthly gifts can power your
cause and mission.

Let’s dive in and look at a few examples of recurring giving appeals.

10

Fundraising 123, “A Nonprofit’s Guide to Recurring Giving” http://www.fundraising123.org/files/NFGRecurring-Giving-Guide.pdf
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Campaign Introduction
When launching a recurring giving campaign, you’ll want to send an appeal to your core
supporters and people who have previously donated to your organization.

The School Fund does a good job of introducing their recurring giving campaign “Honor Roll” and
asking readers to join in this email. Notice how it:

Introduces a dedicated hashtag for
their recurring giving campaign

Shows the perks of becoming a
Today we are launching the Honor Roll.
The Honor Roll is a new way for anyone to automatically support a new TSF
student every month. We will be giving our first 50 members - who sign up at
$10 per month or more - a $20 gift certificate to use at The School Fund!

monthly donor, including extra
communications and an incentive
for the first members of
the program

Every month donations from this program will go to "top off" students who
we weren't able to get fully funded via our website, and every month we'll be
sending out an email letting you know who your gift supported.
12 different students over 12 months.
In January, donations from the Honor Roll are going toward students at the
Kenya Education Fund. We've been working hard and have an issue brief
that explains some of KEF's amazing work here.
Inspired? Have $10 to change a life every month? Join below!

Describes the impact of a donation

Has a clear call to action to join the
branded program
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Incentive
Unfortunately, not everyone will sign up for your recurring giving campaign after your first
email send. Sending an email that explains the perks of joining your program, whether it be
monthly progress updates or a swag bag, can help motivate your donors to give monthly. Avoid
bombarding your subscribers with too many asks; this type of email should be sent a few times a
year.

Consider including a graphic like the one below in your email. Interested individuals can read
through each of the different perks and benefits of signing up to become part of the “Linchpin
Community,” another branded monthly giving program. These special perks give supporters that
extra reason to commit monthly, but they also need to be realistic enough for your organization
to produce.
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Progress Emails
Throughout a recurring giving campaign, you’ll want to send campaign progress emails to
contacts who have yet to join your recurring giving program. If you have a time-based campaign
to promote your recurring giving program, these emails remind readers of the firm campaign
deadline, while also showing its progress to encourage people to jump onboard. Send these
once or twice to subscribers who haven’t opened previous emails within the campaign before
your deadline.

Love 146’s progress email creates a strong sense of urgency to sign up immediately to help them
reach their goal. In this email, they:

Use a background image of their
constituents to catch readers’
attention
Clearly state their campaign
deadline
Provide a progress bar
Have a very clear call to action to
sign up for their monthly giving
program
Leverage social proof by calling
out the number of people who’ve
already donated
Explicitly state how monthly
donations help their organization
Offer suggested giving levels
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4 | Matching Campaign Emails
Your organization has done the heavy lifting of locking in a matching gift. Now comes the part
where you broadcast this to supporters and encourage them to stretch their dollar. Luckily,
matching challenges spark donors to respond more favorably than to a general appeal. A
mention of matching gifts in fundraising appeals prompts a 71 percent increase in response
rates and a 51 percent increase in average donation amount. 11

If possible, showcase your matching sponsor in your email as well as the amount of money they
are willing to match, rallying supporters to help you reach that goal. Let’s take a peek at the
different types of matching campaign emails your organization should send.

11

Double the Donation, “Matching Gift Requests.” https://doublethedonation.com/blog/category/matchinggift-marketing-strategies/
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General Ask
The first email in your matching campaign email series will be an email that introduces the
generous amount your partner is willing to match. Make this campaign goal clear.

buildOn’s #season4service campaign announced a $50,000 matching grant during the holidays.
Here are some things we love about their announcement email:

Uses holiday season-inspired
graphics
Clearly states their matching goal
Has a clear call to action
Creates urgency with a firm
deadline
Mentions tax deductible benefits
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Matching Campaign Updates
Progress updates compel people to help you reach your goal and encourage giving. Throughout
your matching challenge, share the progress you’re making towards your goal. These emails
should be sent multiple times throughout your campaign.

Cuba Launch sent progress updates to their supporters up to the very last day of their matching
campaign. The email below was sent to supporters five days before their campaign was
scheduled to end. This email is effective because it:

Clearly communicates the
campaign end date

Restates the campaign goal
Visuals are in block format and easy
to digest
Shares insightful statistics on how
giving impacts their organization
Presents a bold call to action

Includes options to share on social
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5 | Year-End Fundraising Emails
The end of the year is when most nonprofits raise the majority of their funds. According to
MobileCause, “Fifty percent of nonprofit organizations earn the majority of their total annual
revenue between October and December.” 12 Thirty percent of total donations in the United
States take place the last month of the year, and 10 percent of those donations occur in a threeday span from December 29 to 31. 13

#GivingTuesday, the Tuesday after Thanksgiving, also kicks off year-end fundraising festivities.
People from around the world celebrate this day of generosity by donating money to causes
close to their hearts. This global movement has taken off, with the average online gift coming in
at over $100 for most organizations. 14 Your #GivingTuesday email appeals can jumpstart giving
in your community throughout the rest of the holiday season. 15

12

Mobile Cause, “How to Strengthen Year-end Fundraising.” https://www.mobilecause.com/year-endfundraising/

13

Ibid.

14

Blackbaud, “#Giving Tuesday Trends.” https://www.blackbaud.com/files/resources/downloads/givingtuesdaytrends.pdf

15

Ibid.
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Lead Up to #GivingTuesday
#GivingTuesday may only be one day, but you should send multiple appeals well in advance.
Ideally, your organization should send weekly emails to your supporters informing them of
#GivingTuesday starting at least a month in advance. This means your email appeals should be
ready to go by the middle of October.

The Organization for Bat Conservation sent #GivingTuesday emails on a weekly basis to their
supporters leading up to #GivingTuesday. Notice how this email:

Includes a video dedicated to their
#GivingTuesday Campaign

Provides a brief background on
#GivingTuesday

Includes a call to action
Implements social sharing options
in their footer
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Day of #GivingTuesday
On the day of, send your #GivingTuesday appeal broadcasting to all supporters that now is the
time to give. Then send at least a second email later in the day to remind them to lock in their gift.

Operation Broken Silence encouraged swift action in their #GivingTuesday email appeal. They
nailed the importance of giving right away by:

Advertising that transaction fees
will be waived today only
Sharing how close they were to
meeting their goal
Adding an inspiring image of happy
constituents
Adding a clear, compelling call to
action
Informing readers they will
receive one last email by the day’s
end, setting an expectation for
additional messages
Encouraging social sharing–
Sixty-six percent of people who
give at the end of the year donate
to organizations recommended by
friends and family. 16
Keeping the content short and
concise

16

Mobile Cause, “How to Strengthen Year-end Fundraising.” https://www.mobilecause.com/year-endfundraising/
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Year-End Appeal
Your year-end appeals are your last chance to win your supporters’ dollars for the year. With so
many nonprofits competing for gifts during this timeframe, it is important to craft a knockout
appeal that stands apart from the rest. These emails should be sent on a weekly basis during
December and daily emails should be sent December 29 to 31. Because these emails are the most
important emails you may send all year, we will show you a few different year-end email appeal
examples and why they worked.

NATIONAL AQUARIUM
The National Aquarium appealed to their ocean-loving demographic by introducing a marine
animal that could use some extra love during the holidays. Note the following elements:

Graphic ties into the holiday theme
and marine animal being protected

Messaging is tailored to the
intended audience

Content is clever and cute—
perfectly tailored for animal lovers
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PENCILS OF PROMISE
In their past year-end appeal, Pencils of Promise relied heavily on visuals and storytelling. They
highlighted the impact they made in the previous year thanks to supporters. This approach is
powerful because it is able to:

Appeal to people’s emotions by
showing the faces of those served

It started with just $25 and now we have broken ground
on over 190 schools around the world. Whether you've
educated a child or built a full school, you are now a part of
our story and our family.
But, that's not all you've helped us achieve. In the past
year, you've impacted over 90,000 lives, created safe
schools for 63300 students and provided over 7.2 million
instructional hours. Together, we can create a better future
for all children around the world.

Show and tell the impact of a
donation

Provide specific figures and past
accomplishments

Invite readers to continue this

Give Education
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BRIGHT PINK
Bright Pink took a different approach than the previous examples and appealed to their
community by stating the campaign goal and inviting supporters to help meet it. They asked their
subscribers to help raise a lofty $50,000 to provide women with access to their informational
workshops. Aside from this messaging, other elements that made this email a success include:

Clear branding through signature
colors and logo

Messaging that directly addresses
the reader’s role to play
Bold text for scannability

A clear goal and impact to strive for

A bold call to action
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Conclusion
Email appeals come in all colors, lengths, and styles, but the one thing they have in common is
their ability to be a huge revenue driver for your nonprofit organization. Through thoughtful
design, a well-crafted message, and clear call to action, your emails can reach supporters and
move them to give. Use these best practices to take your appeals to the next level and maximize
your success.
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Ready to kick your
emails up a notch?
Take them to the next level when you build a
communications strategy that mobilizes supporters
from campaign start to finish.

Get the Guide
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